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Abstract
Multi-attribute value theory (MAVT)-based recommender systems have been proposed for dealing
with issues of existing recommender systems, such as the cold-start problem and changing prefer-
ences. However, as we argue in this paper, existing MAVT-based methods for measuring attribute
importance weights do not fit the shopping tasks for which recommender systems are typically
used. These methods assume well-trained decision makers who are willing to invest time and
cognitive effort, and who are familiar with the attributes describing the available alternatives and
the ranges of these attribute levels. Yet, recommender systems are most often used by consumers
who are usually not familiar with the available attributes and ranges and who wish to save time
and effort. Against this background, we develop a new method, based on a product configuration
process, which is tailored to the characteristics of these particular decision makers. We empirically
compare our method to SWING, ranking-based conjoint analysis and TRADEOFF in a between-
subjects laboratory experiment with 153 participants. Results indicate that our proposed method
performs better than TRADEOFF and CONJOINT and at least as well as SWING in terms of rec-
ommendation accuracy, better than SWING and TRADEOFF and at least as well as CONJOINT
in terms of cognitive load, and that participants were faster with our method than with any other
method. We conclude that our method is a promising option to help support consumers’ decision
processes in e-commerce shopping tasks.
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Decision Support
1. Introduction
By providing consumers with access to great amounts of product information, e-commerce has
been driving research on consumer decision support systems. Recommender systems in particular
have proven valuable in helping consumers make faster and better choices among large numbers
of decision alternatives by suggesting alternatives that ought to be considerable for a particular
consumer (Dellaert and Ha¨ubl, 2012). The intuition behind the two most common approaches,
collaborative filtering and content-based recommender systems (e.g., Yue et al., 2014; Adomavi-
cius and Tuzhilin, 2005), is using past information about consumers’ purchase decisions to predict
future decisions. This can lead to low-quality recommendations when relevant data are missing
(i.e., for new customers and new products), and when consumer preferences change over time
(Scholz et al., 2015; Ansari et al., 2000). These problems are proposed to be solved by a third
approach, multi-attribute value theory (MAVT)-based recommender systems (Pu et al., 2011). Its
core idea is predicting decisions based on consumer-specific value functions and attribute impor-
tance weights estimated at the time of purchase.
Several methods for measuring attribute importance weights have been developed in recent
decades (von Winterfeldt and Edwards, 1986; Edwards and Barron, 1994; Mustajoki et al., 2005).
How well they are suited for application in MAVT-based recommender systems in e-commerce
contexts largely depends on how many of the following characteristics they exhibit. For one, they
need to present consumers with information about the valid ranges of attribute levels. In order
to estimate value functions and attribute importance weights, MAVT-based recommender systems
require consumer input. But consumers often have little knowledge about the alternatives available
in a given purchase decision and are typically not aware of all the levels available for a particu-
lar attribute (Xu and Wyer, 2010; Bettman et al., 1993), which adversely affects the reliability of
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weight specifications. Hence the first characteristic, i.e. information about valid attribute level
ranges is necessary. The second characteristic is closely related to the first one: consumer in-
put ought to be elicited based on evaluation of real alternatives. Evaluations of real alternatives
have been found to be more reliable and accurate predictors for consumers’ attribute weights than
evaluations of hypothetical alternatives (Ding et al., 2005; Ding, 2007)1. Consumers are usually
not well-trained decision analysts and might form wrong expectations faced with hypothetical op-
tions, i.e. they expect them to be available in the market, which may also adversely affect the
reliability of weight specifications. In addition, evaluating real alternatives matches consumers’
expectations of a typical purchase decision process better (Hauser, 2014), and disconfirming these
expectations is likely to give rise to negative perceptions of the recommender system. The third
and final characteristic of an ideal MAVT-based recommender system is that consumers need to
spend as little time and cognitive effort as possible in giving their input. Positive perceptions of
the recommender systems by consumers influence their willingness to use the system and are thus
important from a managerial perspective. None of the existing methods for measuring attribute
importance weights exhibit all three characteristics of an ideal MAVT-based recommender system
for e-commerce contexts; existing methods are based on the evaluation of hypothetical alternatives
and/or become too cognitively demanding quickly.
We address the three characteristics by using an attribute-based product configurator (Valen-
zuela et al., 2009) as the recommender system’s interface and developing an attribute weight mea-
surement method that takes into account the actions of decision makers throughout the configu-
ration of a desired product. This type of product configurator is used on many companies’ web-
sites, such as Audi, Citroen, Dell, Ducati, eShakti, Ford, Lenovo, Mercedes Benz, Modern Tailor,
MyMuesli, Shoes of Prey, Stevens Bikes, or Volvo. As an illustrative example, let us consider
a decision maker who uses our recommender system to search for a new digital camera. Our
configuration-based system displays all available attributes and ranges, but lets the decision maker
select only those levels of an attribute that are available given the selected levels of other attributes.
1Although closely related to the first characteristic, they are not identical. Estimation methods such as conjoint
analyses may inform decision makers about the attribute ranges of real alternatives, but force decision makers to judge
hypothetical alternatives that are systematically designed based on the attribute ranges of real alternatives.
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Price is then calculated according to the selected attribute level combination. The decision maker
must weigh the configurable attributes and the price in order to make a reliable decision about
which levels to select. For instance, if the decision maker selects maximum zoom factor of 30×,
it might not be possible for her to also choose a camera of very small size. Hence, if the decision
maker wants to purchase a small camera with a high optical zoom, she must thoroughly deliberate
whether to accord a higher attribute weight to optical zoom or to camera size. If the size of the
camera is more important for her, she may choose a lower level for optical zoom in order to be able
to select a smaller size. Our proposed system uses the sequence in which attribute level selections
are made by a decision maker for estimating attribute weights. The attribute weight estimation
procedure we propose in this paper is based on two principles. First, the better the selected level
of a particular attribute, the higher is this attribute’s weight. For example, changing the optical
zoom selection from 30× to 18× is interpreted as decreasing the attribute weight for optical zoom.
Second, the fewer changes to the selection of a high attribute level throughout the recommendation
process and the later in the configuration process they are made, the higher is the weight for that
attribute compared to an attribute with a commensurate level. For instance, zoom will be accorded
a higher weight than photo resolution if the decision maker initially selects the best levels for both
attributes and then downgrades photo resolution twice (in order to be able to choose a better level
for another attribute) while keeping the selection for optical zoom unchanged.
Our proposed configuration-based recommender system meets all three characteristics of an
ideal MAVT-based recommender system in e-commerce contexts as specified above. First, it does
not let decision makers select levels that are not available due to the selection of other attribute’s
levels. This meets the first characteristic – presenting information about available attribute ranges
in order to obtain reliable estimates of attribute weights. Second, our system does not require
that decision makers evaluate hypothetical products, which meets the second characteristic. Third,
our system also incorporates behavioral principles from prospect theory (Tversky and Kahneman,
1992), specifically the value function, and is able to factor consumer behavior during configuration
into attribute weight measurement. We believe that a configuration process is less time-consuming
and cognitively less demanding than the evaluation of hypothetical alternatives – especially for
decision makers who are not trained in using attribute weight elicitation methods. This addresses
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the third characteristic.
We assess the performance of our configuration-based recommender system in a laboratory
experiment in which we compare the performance of our method to three established attribute
weight measurement methods. We chose three methods which, just like our proposed method,
take into account that attribute weight formation is dependent on the range of available attribute
levels (Van Ittersum et al., 2007): SWING, TRADEOFF, and ranking-based conjoint analysis.
Finally, we discuss and empirically evaluate possible adaptations of our proposed recommender
system, specifically accounting for reference point and anchoring effects (Tversky and Kahneman,
1974).
We contribute to recent research on MAVT-based recommender systems and the ongoing re-
search on attribute weight elicitation methods by providing a novel attribute weight elicitation
method that is i) tailored to support e-commerce purchase decisions, ii) provides information about
the available attribute level ranges in an easily comprehensible and natural manner, and iii) can be
easily integrated into retailing websites, many of which already use product configuration systems.
From a managerial point of view, our approach helps improving consumer decision support and
sales processes.
The paper is organized as follows. We briefly introduce multi-attribute value theory as the
theoretical foundation of MAVT-based recommender systems in Section 2. Section 3 presents ex-
isting research on MAVT-based recommender systems. We introduce our novel attribute weighting
method in Section 4. Section 5 presents an empirical comparison of our proposed method to other
methods that aim at measuring attribute importance weights. Section 6 concludes the paper with a
discussion of possible adaptations of our method (see supplementary material for details), practical
and research implications as well as suggestions for future research.
2. Multi-attribute value theory
Multiple criteria decision analysis (MCDA) is employed in many disciplines, including man-
agement science, operations research, psychology, and marketing. One of the most frequently
applied theories to MCDA problems is multi-attribute value theory (MAVT) (Fishburn, 1967;
Keeney and Raiffa, 1976; Wallenius et al., 2008). MAVT is based on the assumption that, in a
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decision situation, a real value function V exists which represents the preferences of the decision
maker such that the more preferable an alternative is, the larger its numerical value. This function
computes the value of each decision alternative by aggregating its performance in all attributes i
(e.g., price, color, the model of a car). Its general form is represented by the equation
V = f (v1(x1), . . . , vn(xn),w1, . . .wn) (1)
f is the multiple-attribute value function. xi represents a particular level of attribute i. vi is a
single-attribute value function that assigns a real value to xi and reflects the (subjective) preference
of a particular decision maker. wi is the weight for the single-attribute value. Single-attribute
value functions are usually normalized, with the value of the worst level x◦i of attribute i set to 0
and the value of the best level x∗i set to 1. The normalized single-attribute value functions vi are
then multiplied with attribute weights wi (Fischer, 1995; Po¨yho¨nen and Ha¨ma¨la¨inen, 2001). The
simplest form of Equation 1 is additive:
V =
I∑
i=1
wivi(xi) (2)
Previous research has shown that additive models are robust as long as attribute weights are
specified reliably (Butler et al., 1997; Dawes, 1979).
Attribute weights wi are scaled from 0 to 1. The following constraints hold for two attributes
i and i′ if the value functions return values in [0, 1] and the attribute weights are normed in [0, 1]
(Keeney and Raiffa, 1976):
0 = wivi(x◦i ) + wi′vi(x
◦
i′) (3)
0 ≤ wi = wivi(x∗i ) + wi′vi(x◦i′) ≤ 1
0 ≤ wi′ = wivi(x◦i ) + wi′vi(x∗i′) ≤ 1
I∑
i=1
wi = 1
The largest weight is given to the attribute which contributes most to the overall value V . In
other words, the weight of i represents the impact of attribute i on value V when the level of
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attribute i is changed from x◦i to x
∗
i . The weight of attribute i relative to the weight of attribute i
′
represents the impact of i on V compared to the impact of i′ on V , assuming that the levels of all
attributes are commensurable (vi(xi) = vi′(xi′) ∀i , i′).
Consider, for example, a decision between alternatives described with two attributes A and B
whose attribute values are normalized in [0, 1], i.e., each attribute’s best level has a value of 1. If
the best level of A improves the overall value of an alternative more than the best level of B, A has a
larger attribute weight than B. Hence, a decision maker who wants to decide between alternatives
X1 = {x◦A, x∗B} and X2 = {x∗A, x◦B} would choose alternative X2.
There are numerous approaches for eliciting attribute weights, some of which have been used
in MAVT-based recommender systems. The following section briefly discusses relevant attribute
weighting methods with respect to the three characteristics (presenting information about available
attribute ranges, consumer input should be based on the evaluation of really existing alternatives,
and demanding as little time and cognitive effort as possible) we put forward in Section 1.
3. Measuring attribute weights in MAVT-based recommender systems
Most recommender systems implement content-based or collaborative filtering techniques (Yue
et al., 2014; Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2005). Content-based techniques recommend products
similar to those a consumer has rated highly in the past. Collaborative filtering techniques rec-
ommend products to a consumer based on product ratings by other consumers who have similar
tastes and preferences. Both techniques frequently produce low-quality recommendations, which
is due to two major issues2 (Ansari et al., 2000). First and most important is the cold-start problem
(Kim et al., 2011). Traditional content-based and collaborative filtering techniques cannot provide
recommendations unless multiple product ratings from a number of consumers, or at least from
the consumer currently using the system, are available. Neither can they provide recommenda-
tions for new or seldom rated products. Although many approaches have been proposed in recent
research to cope with the cold-start problem, there is no solution that can predict the value of new
2Another potential source of inaccuracy is, of course, consumers purchasing products as gifts or on behalf of other
consumers (Ansari et al., 2000).
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products for an existing consumer and the value of existing products for a new consumer without
using additional data, such as explicit ratings (Zigoris and Zhang, 2006; Kim et al., 2011), prod-
uct taxonomies (Weng et al., 2008), customer reviews (Levi et al., 2012), or social media data
(Forsati et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2016). Since additional data are not available
in all contexts and for all consumers and products, the cold-start problem is still a challenge for
content-based and collaborative filtering techniques. Second, prior product ratings are histori-
cal data which reveal past but not necessarily current preferences (Pfeiffer and Scholz, 2013). A
change of preferences of those consumers that demand a recommendation from a collaborative
filtering or a content-based system likely reduces recommendation accuracy3. These two issues
prevent improvements in the recommendation quality of content-based and collaborative-filtering
recommender systems even if these systems use efficient methods, such as matrix factorization
(Forsati et al., 2014). Neither of these issues arises in MAVT-based recommender systems.
MAVT-based recommender systems estimate consumer-specific values for all products of a
given category at the time of purchase (Huang, 2011; Pu et al., 2011; Scholz et al., 2015), based
on individual value functions and attribute weights. The first characteristic of ideal MAVT-based
recommender systems, is therefore reliable estimation of attribute weights. This is not an easy
characteristic to implement in e-commerce contexts due to the nature of the typical decision maker
in e-commerce: they often have little knowledge about the alternatives available in a purchase de-
cision and are typically not aware of the levels available for a particular attribute (Xu and Wyer,
2010; Bettman et al., 1993). This adversely affects the reliability of weight specifications, and
requires careful choice of an attribute weight elicitation method. Specifically, the first characteris-
tic implies that decision makers need to be presented with information about differences between
attribute levels and available attribute level ranges.
Existing attribute weight elicitation methods have been found to actually measure three differ-
3If consumer A’s preferences change over time, a collaborative filtering system will identify consumers that are
similar to A based on A’s historical and maybe obsolete preferences. The preferences of these other consumers were
similar in the past to consumer A’s past preferences. But these past preferences are not good predictors of consumer
A’s actual preferences and purchases.
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ent dimensions of attribute importance (Van Ittersum et al., 2007).4 Since we require a method
that takes differences between attribute levels and attribute level ranges into account, methods
capturing “determinance” clearly appear the most suitable (Fischer, 1995). Among these meth-
ods are conjoint analyses, TRADEOFF (Keeney and Raiffa, 1976; Po¨yho¨nen and Ha¨ma¨la¨inen,
2001), SWING (von Winterfeldt and Edwards, 1986) and extensions (e.g., Mustajoki et al., 2005),
and simple multi-attribute ranking method such as SMARTS (Edwards and Barron, 1994) and
extensions (e.g., Mustajoki et al., 2005) that are based on SWING. For use in MAVT-based rec-
ommender systems, especially SWING (Huang, 2011), ranking-based (De Bruyn et al., 2008) and
choice-based conjoint analysis (Pfeiffer and Scholz, 2013) have been put forward.
The first characteristic of ideal MAVT-based recommender systems (presenting information
about available attribute ranges and attribute level differences) is met by several existing methods,
such as TRADEOFF, SWING and conjoint analysis. These methods explicitly present information
about the attribute ranges of real alternatives.
The second characteristic (consumer input should be based on the evaluation of really existing
alternatives) is not met by existing methods: they generally rely on the evaluation of hypothetical
alternatives.5 This might be not an issue for decision makers who are well-trained in using MAVT-
based methods, but consumers are usually unfamiliar with these methods. In addition, consumers
are likely to expect – based on their experience with other online shopping situations – to be
presented with real alternatives only. Evaluating obviously unrealistic alternatives can lead to
false expectations about product availability in the market and thus to negative perceptions of the
4The three dimensions are determinance, salience and relevancy. Determinance reflects the importance of an
attribute in specific choice situations. It is estimated based on decision makers’ valuation of attribute level difference
and hence depends strongly on the differences between attribute levels. The larger the difference of the valuation of the
worst and the best level of an attribute, the more determinant this attribute becomes (Fischer, 1995). Salience reflects
the ease with which a particular attribute comes to a decision maker’s mind. Relevancy refers to the importance of
attributes for a decision maker regardless of attribute level ranges (Van Ittersum et al., 2007).
5The alternatives for evaluation in a conjoint task are systematically generated based on the range of available
attribute levels. Alternatives composed of the best and worst available levels in multiple attributes are particularly
unlikely to exist in reality. SWING, for example, starts with an alternative in which all attributes are set to their worst
levels.
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recommender system.
The third characteristic of ideal MAVT-based recommender systems (demanding as little time
and cognitive effort as possible) is not met by existing methods. Specifying attribute weights
clearly can be very challenging with these methods, considering that in a purchase situation many
attributes may be relevant to the consumer, and consumers are usually not well-trained in apply-
ing methods such as TRADEOFF, SWING or conjoint analyses. At the same time, prior research
shows that a cognitively demanding task can help decision makers to come to more stable prefer-
ences (Hoeﬄer and Ariely, 1999), warning against oversimplification. Considering existing meth-
ods, however, we believe that there is scope to find a better way to balance individual time and
cognitive effort. Taking TRADEOFF, each trade-off decision by itself is not very demanding – but
it requires many such decisions to be made.6 When attributes have many levels or are continuously
scaled, the decision maker may find herself unable to make these trade-off decisions (Eisenfu¨hr
et al., 2010). SWING, on the other hand, requires only few decisions – but these demand high
cognitive capabilities on part of the decision maker. In empirical studies, both TRADEOFF and
SWING showed statistically significant range sensitivity (Fischer, 1995). SWING exhibited high
convergent validity (Borcherding et al., 1991) but low external validity (Borcherding et al., 1991),
while TRADEOFF showed low internal consistency (Borcherding et al., 1991). Finally, conjoint
analysis has been applied to a wide range of research problems beyond the scope of its original
marketing applications (Wyner, 1992), due to its great flexibility in modeling interactions between
attributes (Akaah and Korgaonkar, 1983). However, larger numbers of attributes lead to increasing
numbers of attribute combinations to be evaluated in conjoint analyses. In such cases, responses
are likely to become unreliable due to respondent fatigue (Wyner, 1992; Pfeiffer and Scholz, 2013).
To summarize, among existing methods for eliciting attribute weights, those that refer to at-
tribute determinance seem most appropriate. None of them, however, exhibit all characteristics of
ideal MAVT-based recommender systems in e-commerce contexts since they i) base the evaluation
on hypothetical alternatives (characteristic 2 is not met) and/or ii) fast become too cognitively de-
manding (characteristic 3 is not met). As noted by prior research, lack of knowledge about attribute
6Additionally, it requires knowing the attribute value functions.
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level ranges leads to unreliable weight specification (characteristic 1) and makes interpreting at-
tribute weights impossible (see Mistake 8 in Keeney, 2002). This characteristic can be satisfied by
methods eliciting attribute determinance by having the decision analyst, or in our case the deci-
sion support system, provide the relevant information. The importance of designing recommender
systems that use evaluations of real instead of hypothetical alternatives and that require as little
consumer input as possible has been highlighted by previous research (e.g., Ding et al., 2005; De
Bruyn et al., 2008; Pfeiffer and Scholz, 2013). In the following section, we will develop a novel
method for eliciting attribute weights that is specifically geared toward e-commerce shopping tasks
and that exhibits all three characteristics. We base our method on a product configuration process.
4. Adapting MAVT-based recommender systems to cognitive processes
4.1. Estimating attribute weights from product configuration processes
Recalling the definition of attribute weights (see Section 2), the attribute that contributes most
to an alternative’s overall value is the attribute with the largest weight – assuming that all attributes
are commensurable. Decision makers using a product configuration system are more likely to se-
lect a better level for an attribute with a large weight i than for an attribute with a small weight
i′: improvements in attribute i have a higher impact on the overall value than commensurate im-
provements in attribute i′. Let us introduce the following notation:
In a configuration system, decision makers assemble their desired product in T discrete con-
figuration steps. In each step, a decision makers changes the level of exactly one attribute. Each
attribute has τi available levels. The worst possible selection is defined as s◦i = 0 and the best
possible selection as s∗i = τi − 1. In each configuration step t, the decision maker changes the
selected level of exactly one attribute i to si,t ∈ [0, τi − 1]. We compute attribute weights w(raw)i as
the sum over all normalized attribute level selections si,t.
w(raw)i =
T∑
t=0
si,t
τi − 1 (4)
τi is the number of totally available attribute levels. We divide the selected level by the number
of available levels minus 1 in order to diminish a source of potential bias from attribute weight
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Table 1: List of Variables
Symbol Description
i attribute index
t configuration step index
xi level of attribute i
w(raw)i unnormalized weight for attribute i
wi normalized weight for attribute i
vi(xi) value function for attribute i
si,t number of the selected level for attribute i at configuration step t
τi number of totally available levels for attribute i
ei reference point for attribute i
α, β, λ scaling constants
estimation: higher numbers of attribute levels lead to higher stated attribute weights (Weber and
Borcherding, 1993).
The behavioral process underlying our proposed model for attribute level aggregation has two
general implications for attribute weights. First, every attribute whose level remains set to the
worst level throughout the configuration process has a weight of 0: it is irrelevant for the decision
maker. Second, an attribute is considered the more important for a decision maker the more often
she selects its best level, or the longer it remains set to the best level, during configuration.
To satisfy the constraints in Equation 3, attribute weights w(raw)i are normalized in [0, 1].
wi =
w(raw)i∑I
i=1 w
(raw)
i
(5)
We discuss necessary adaptations of the configuration process in the next subsection and there-
after present a numerical example for our proposed attribute weight estimation.
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       τi=7
               si,t=1
Optical Zoom
○  1 x
●  7 x
○  13 x (→ due to camera size)
○  18 x (→ due to camera size)
○  24 x (→ due to camera size)
○  30 x (→ due to photo resolution)
○  36 x (→ due to photo resolution)
Figure 1: Exemplary configuration of an attribute
4.2. Adapting the product configuration process for attribute weight estimation
In product configuration systems, available combinations of attribute levels are determined by
the set of available products, i.e., the market situation. We need two conceptual adaptations –
estimation of prices and determination of available attribute level combinations – when applying
product configuration systems to measuring attribute weights.
Prices. Products are characterized by a set of attributes including price (see Section 2). Price
levels are not selected directly by the decision maker in order to guarantee that attribute level selec-
tions are made in trade-off to another attribute. The weight of attribute “price” is measured based
on the expected attribute level E(xi,t) instead of the selected level si,t. The expected price level
E(xi,t) is the mean price of all products that meet the configuration in round t (i.e., having attribute
levels that are equal to or better than the attribute levels selected in the configuration system). Con-
sider, for example, a market where cameras cost between 100 and 400 Euros, the mean price for a
specific configuration is 200 Euros and the cameras that meet this configuration cost between 150
and 250 Euros. Normalizing in [0, 1] gives an expected price of E(xi) = 0.667 and a price interval
of [0.833, 0.5] for those cameras that meet the given configuration. The unnormalized weight for
price equals the average expected price over all configuration rounds T and is w(raw)i,t = 0.667 in
our example.
Available attribute level combinations. For some attributes, there might be almost as many
levels as there are available products, for instance the weight of a notebook or the mileage of a car.
Letting decision makers choose among hundreds of levels, however, is infeasible due to constraints
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on cognitive capacity (von Nitzsch and Weber, 1993). Forcing decision makers to choose among
very finely-grained attribute levels likely leads to greater attribute weight instability since decision
makers usually have a range of attribute levels they consider acceptable (Wang et al., 2007). We
therefore reduce the number of continuous attribute levels by aggregating them to intervals. For
instance, an interval level for the attribute “weight” might be “below 200g”.
Product configuration systems operate on a database of products that represents the entirety of
available attribute level combinations. Once a decision maker has selected a particular level si of
attribute i, the system i) selects those products P whose level of i equals si and ii) identifies those
levels of all other attributes i′ , i that exist in P. Our system then assesses the best and worst
available attribute level (x∗i′,P and x
◦
i′,P) in P for each attribute i
′. Levels of i′ outside the interval
[x◦i′,P, x
∗
i′,P] are marked as unavailable for si and disabled if the system is configured to present the
relationships between the attributes (Figure 1).
Summary of configuration process. The final configuration process is depicted in Figure
2. Decision makers start with a default configuration in which the worst level x◦i is set for each
attribute i. In an iterative process, decision makers adapt the configuration such that it fits their at-
tribute weights. Simultaneously, they learn about the attribute relations: if attribute levels become
unavailable for certain configurations, they are visually and functionally disabled. This allows de-
cision makers to become aware of the attribute relations and to adjust their attribute weights grad-
ually, changing their attribute level selections until they finally arrive at stable attribute weights.
4.3. Numerical example for estimating attribute weights with a product configuration system
Let us assume a configuration system for cameras based on the attributes “photo resolution”
and “zoom”. The price for each configured product is computed based on cameras that are avail-
able in the market and that have attribute levels equal to or better than the selected attribute levels.
Consumers can select one out of four resolution levels: 5, 10, 15, or 20 megapixel and one out
of four zoom levels: 3, 6, 9, or 12×. Hence, τi = 4 for both photo resolution and optical zoom.
Let us also assume that cameras between 50 and 250 Euros are available. A consumer starts
the configuration process in t0, with resolution and zoom set to the worst levels (5 megapixel and
3× zoom) and may proceed with configuration steps as shown in Table 2. After each configuration
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Decision maker is presented with the default start configuration
Decision maker selects a better or worse level for one attribute
System determines the price interval for the new configuration and disables now unavailable levels
End of configuration process
Figure 2: Summary of configuration process
step, the corresponding price range and the mean price are computed by the configuration system.
Price ranges and mean prices are also shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Exemplary configuration steps ti for resolution and zoom and the corresponding changes in price range and
mean price
t0 t1 t2 t3
resolution 5 15 10 10
zoom 3 3 3 9
price 50–250 80–250 70–250 100–200
mean price 120 135 130 140
Each configuration step is translated into normalized selected attribute levels si,t/(τi−1) (Table
3). Unnormalized weights w(raw)i are the sum over all normalized selected attribute levels for each
attribute; final weights wi are then normalized over all attributes’ unnormalized weights.
For our example, the normalized weights wi in the last column in Table 3 indicate that price is
the most important attribute (wprice = 0.543), followed by resolution (wresolution = 0.305) and zoom
(wzoom = 0.152).
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Table 3: Computation of raw and normalized weights for the exemplary configuration in Table 2
t0 t1 t2 t3 w
(raw)
i wi
sresolution,t 0 2 1 1 – –
sresolution,t/(τresolution − 1) 0.000 0.667 0.333 0.333 1.333 0.305
szoom,t 0 0 0 2 – –
szoom,t/(τzoom − 1) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.667 0.667 0.152
sprice,t 0.650 0.575 0.600 0.550 2.375 0.543
4.4. Computing single-attribute values
For computing single-attribute product values, we use the S-shaped value function vi as pro-
posed by prospect theory (Tversky and Kahneman, 1992). The value function vi(xi, ei) implements
three behavioral principles that determine its shape (loss aversion, reference point dependence, and
diminishing sensitivity) and have been supported by many empirical investigations (e.g., Tversky
and Kahneman, 1991, 1992; Wu and Markle, 2008). The function’s gain and loss parts are sep-
arated by the reference point ei which represents the inflection point. The shape of the value
function vi(xi, ei) is given as
vi(xi, ei) = G(xi, ei)α +
[
−λ (−L(xi, ei))β
]
(6)
where α, β and λ are scaling constants. α represents the decision maker’s risk aversion in the
gain part of the value function; β the risk aversion in the loss part. λ expresses the degree of loss
aversion. Values of λ > 1 indicate higher sensitivity towards losses than gains. In a series of
experiments, Tversky and Kahneman (1992) found α and β to be 0.88 and λ to be 2.25 on average.
The gain function G(xi, ei) computes the gain for a given attribute level xi and the loss function
L(xi, ei) respectively computes the loss for a given attribute level xi (Fan et al., 2013):
G(xi, ei) = max
(
xi − ei
max(ei, 1 − ei) , 0
)
(7)
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L(xi, ei) = min
(
xi − ei
max(ei, 1 − ei) , 0
)
Both the gain and the loss function only depend on the reference point ei, i.e. the attribute level
which the consumer desires to achieve (Fan et al., 2013). Several methods for eliciting reference
points have been proposed in recent research including direct elicitation (Fan et al., 2013) and
interactive procedures based on quad trees (Sun and Steuer, 1996).
In the next section, we present the experiment we carried out to evaluate our proposed method.
5. Empirical evaluation
We conducted a laboratory experiment in the KD2Lab at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology7 in
order to compare our proposed method to state-of-the-art methods in terms of their ability to be
used in e-commerce recommender systems.
5.1. Treatments
We evaluated the performance of our proposed configuration-based method (CONF) by com-
paring it with SWING, TRADEOFF, and a ranking-based conjoint analysis (CONJOINT) – three
methods that also measure attribute determinance and have been used in recent MAVT-based rec-
ommender systems. All treatments implemented a MAVT-based recommender system, each with a
different method for attribute weights measurement8. Reference point elicitation for each attribute
(i.e., the attribute level perceived neither as a loss nor as a gain) and product value computation
(see Sections 2 and 4.4) were identical across treatments.
CONF was implemented based on equations 4 and 5. Each attribute (except price) was rep-
resented by seven levels. Upon selection of a particular level of an attribute, CONF immediately
disabled and crossed out other attributes’ levels that became unavailable as a result.
SWING started with informing participants that a camera with the worst levels for all attributes
was available and then asked in which order participants would like to improve attributes from their
7The KD2Lab is a professionally equipped and managed laboratory with soundproofed computer cubicles that
allowed us to control several potential confounding variables such as communication between the participants. Further
information about the Lab are available at http://www.kd2lab.kit.edu/english/index.php.
8Screenshots of all treatments are presented in the supplementary material.
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worst to best levels. The most important attribute was awarded 100 points, and participants were
then asked to assign points to the remaining attributes in order of their stated importances. The
maximum number of points attributable to an attribute is limited by the number of points given to
the previous attribute less one. Attribute weights were finally normalized to add up to 1.
TRADEOFF was implemented as a two-step procedure. The first step was identical to the
first step of SWING: ranking attributes according to the order in which the participants would
like to improve them. The second step consisted of I(I − 1)/2 camera comparison tasks for I
attributes. In each task, participants were asked to compare two hypothetical cameras (differing in
two attributes only) and to adjust the level of the more important attribute such that they perceived
the two cameras as equally attractive. Following Po¨yho¨nen and Ha¨ma¨la¨inen (2001), we asked
the participants to compare all pairs of attributes in order to have some degrees of freedom when
estimating attribute weights.
CONJOINT implemented a ranking-based conjoint analysis in which participants were asked
to rank twelve hypothetical products. The products were generated such that the attribute level
matrix over all products was D-optimal9. Attribute weights were computed such that the difference
between the ranking vector and the normalized attribute level matrix, multiplied with the attribute
weights, was minimal. We used a least squares estimator to compute optimal attribute weights.
All treatments operate on the same product database, i.e., 160 digital cameras, described by
photo resolution, optical zoom, camera size, video resolution, photosensitivity and price. Refer-
ence point elicitation for each attribute (i.e., the attribute level perceived neither as a loss nor as
a gain) and product value computation (see Sections 2 and 4.4) are identical across treatments.
Reference points are directly specified by the subjects as those attribute levels that the subjects
desire to achieve.
5.2. Sample
We invited 1500 undergraduate and graduate students of a large public university in Germany
to take part in a laboratory experiment. 153 participated in and successfully completed the eval-
uation experiment. We administered the treatments in a between-subjects design. 38 participants
9A D-optimal design seeks to maximize the determinant of the attribute level matrix X times XT .
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used the configuration-based recommender (CONF), 40 the recommender with SWING, 42 the
recommender with TRADEOFF and 33 the recommender with ranking-based conjoint analysis
(CONJOINT). Differences in treatment group sizes are due to random assignment of partici-
pants to treatments. Each participant was paid 10 Euros. Participants’ average age was 23.03
(S D = 3.67) and 25.49% of participants were female. The participants took on average 18.92
minutes (S D = 5.32) to complete the experiment.
ANOVA testing indicated no significant differences between participants’ average age, propor-
tion of females, and average experience between the four experimental groups (see Table 4).
Table 4: Mean (standard deviation) of participant age, gender and experience and ANOVA results (p-value) for differ-
ences between treatment groups
Variable CONF SWING TRADEOFF CONJOINT p-value
Age 22.68 (2.47) 23.23 (2.44) 23.81 (5.50) 22.21 (3.03) 0.265
Females 28.95% 25.00% 19.05% 30.30% 0.674
Experience 3.14 (0.97) 3.29 (0.98) 3.13 (0.85) 2.89 (1.00) 0.371
n 38 40 42 33 –
5.3. Procedure
The experiment consisted of three tasks (Figure 3). Participants were given a short introduc-
tion to a fictitious purchase situation that required them to purchase a digital camera for personal
purposes. They were instructed to use a virtual advisor (MAVT-based recommender system) to
search for a new digital camera.
In the first task, participants were asked to denote their attribute reference points and as-
signed randomly to one of the four treatments (CONF, SWING, TRADEOFF or CONJOINT).
We elicited participants’ attribute weights using one of the MAVT-based recommender systems
(CONF, SWING, TRADEOFF or CONJOINT) implemented for this experiment.
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In the second task, participants were first asked to sort, in descending order of their attractive-
ness, seven cameras drawn at random from the available set of 160 digital cameras. Following
this, they were shown a randomly drawn sample of cameras and asked to indicate which camera
they preferred most. This holistic rating was then used as benchmark to compare the different
treatments’ accuracy.
In the third task, participants were asked to fill in a questionnaire on their perceptions of the
system (treatment), which we later used to assess the systems’ cognitive demands and cognitive
fit to the experimental task. More specifically, the questionnaire measured the constructs cognitive
load (NASA-TLX scale, Hart and Staveland, 1988), perceived difficulty (Dellaert and Dabholkar,
2009), fit to task (based on Van Der Land et al., 2013), and preference insights (based on Xu et al.,
2014), and contained questions about product experience, age and gender10.
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Figure 3: Summary of experimental procedure
5.4. Analysis and results
We estimated the attribute weights for each of the four treatments. Table 5 shows that, on
average, i) participants in the CONJOINT treatment had significantly larger weights for video
resolution than participants in any other treatment, ii) price was considered rather unimportant by
participants across all treatments, and iii) photo resolution was very important according to the
weights measured by CONF, SWING and CONJOINT.
The similarity between attribute weights across treatments was compared with Pearson cor-
relation coefficients (Table 6). Results indicate that i) TRADEOFF attribute weights were very
different from those elicited with the other methods and ii) CONF attribute weights were rather
similar to those of SWING.
10The complete questionnaire is presented in the supplementary material.
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Table 5: Means (standard deviations) of attribute importance weights (in %)
Resolution Zoom Size Video Photosensitivity Price
CONF 29.9 (8.3) 22.7 (8.2) 18.4 (11.3) 8.3 (9.9) 10.9 (11.0) 9.8 (6.9)
SWING 32.7 (21.8) 12.1 (10.9) 8.5 (11.6) 13.8 (16.3) 24.7 (23.4) 8.2 (12.6)
TRADEOFF 15.9 (10.2) 14.6 (11.5) 20.6 (13.5) 12.9 (8.8) 19.5 (17.0) 16.5 (11.4)
CONJOINT 19.6 (16.9) 13.7 (13.9) 10.4 (10.2) 30.4 (21.0) 15.5 (15.3) 10.5 (12.5)
Table 6: Correlations between the attribute weights estimated with different methods
SWING TRADEOFF CONJOINT
CONF 0.49 0.01 -0.17
SWING 0.01 0.31
TRADEOFF -0.68
As we argued in Section 3, a suitable method for eliciting attribute weights ought to i) present
information about available attribute ranges, ii) base consumer input on the evaluation of really
existing alternatives, and iii) demand as little time and cognitive effort as possible. We believe
that meeting these characteristics will improve recommendation accuracy and perceptions of the
recommender system.
Cognitive demand is measured as cognitive load (by using the NASA-TLX questionnaire) and
perceived difficulty. In addition, we examine how suitable (fit to task) and helpful (preference
insight) participants consider the recommender systems. Recommendation accuracy is measured
as sorting accuracy and ranking accuracy, i.e. based on a holistic rating of real products. E-
commerce consumers are usually interested in speeding up the process of exploring and evaluat-
ing (generally large numbers of) available products. Consumers who are not willing to evaluate
all available products need only compare the top-ranked products and select one alternative holis-
tically. Hence, recommender systems are commonly evaluated based on holistic product ratings
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(Scholz et al., 2015; Xiao and Benbasat, 2007; Herlocker et al., 2004).
The correlation between the estimated and the actual ranks (Columns 3 and 4 in Table 7)
reflects how accurately a method predicts the holistic ranks of all (displayed) products; the rank
of the preferred product (Columns 5 and 6 in Table 7) indicates which rank was predicted for the
most preferred product11.
Product ranks were predicted based on product values (in descending order), which in turn
were computed as the weighted sum of attribute values (Equation 2), using reference points ei (as
specified by the participants in task 1, Figure 3) to compute single-attribute values (Equation 6).
To compare the different methods’ performance with regard to sorting accuracy, we computed
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients between participants’ rankings and the predicted ranks of
the seven randomly chosen cameras for each treatment. We then transformed the coefficients into
Fisher z-values (Silver and Dunlap, 1987) and performed a linear regression to determine whether
treatments differed significantly in their sorting accuracy. Differences in ranking accuracy were
determined with an ordered logit regression; CONF was the baseline in both regressions. Table
7 suggests that CONF performed significantly better than TRADEOFF and CONJOINT. We also
compared the time required to complete the treatment tasks with a Gamma regression. Participants
in the CONF treatment were significantly (and substantially) faster than in the other treatments
(Columns 7 and 8 in Table 7).
That CONF and SWING exhibit similar recommendation accuracy fits the results of the cor-
relation analysis of attribute weights (Table 6) that indicate similar weights. Figure 4 further
illustrates these results. The probability that the preferred product of a participant appears in a
list of the top-N cameras (x-axis in Figure 4) is clearly higher for CONF and SWING than for
TRADEOFF and CONJOINT. Since consumers consider only a few (typically the top-N) alterna-
tives when shopping online and even fewer in the presence of a recommender system (Ha¨ubl and
Trifts, 2000), this is an important accuracy measure. Even if the list only contains 2 cameras, the
probability that one of them is the preferred camera exceeds 70% for CONF and 65% for SWING
– as opposed to less than 40% for TRADEOFF and CONJOINT. On average, the probability that
11Box plots on the correlation between the estimated and the actual ranks and on the rank of the preferred product
are given in the supplementary material.
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Table 7: Comparison between the actual and the predicted ranks (as correlation and rank of the preferred product) and
time of treatments (means and standard deviations)
n Correlation (in %) Rank of the Preferred Product Time (in sec)
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
CONF 38 57.3 33.6 2.2 1.7 261.2 109.0
SWING 40 48.5 38.8 2.6 1.9 349.6∗∗∗ 124.7
TRADEOFF 42 11.5∗∗∗ 54.8 3.9∗∗∗ 2.2 519.2∗∗∗ 163.9
CONJOINT 33 25.2∗ 56.5 3.8∗∗ 2.3 382.5∗∗∗ 156.2
∗p ≤ 0.05; ∗∗p ≤ 0.01; ∗∗∗p ≤ 0.001
the preferred camera contained in the list is 7.4% higher when using CONF rather than SWING
(TRADEOFF: 28.7%, CONJOINT: 26.7%).
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Figure 4: Probability that the preferred product occurs in the top-n recommendations
Participants reported the lowest cognitive load and perceived difficulty in CONF (Columns
2 – 5 in Table 8), but the difference to CONJOINT was not significant. Participant perceptions
of fit to task similarly indicate that CONF fitted best, followed by CONJOINT (no significant
difference), with significant differences to both SWING and TRADEOFF (Columns 6 and 7 in
Table 8). Participants were also asked whether the treatment helped them gain better insight into
their product preferences. CONF was, on average, rated better than all other methods, but not
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significantly so (Columns 8 and 9 in Table 8).12.
Table 8: Treatment evaluation by participants (means and standard deviations)
Cognitive Load Difficulty Fit to Task Preference Insights
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
CONF 7.68 2.65 2.41 1.14 4.90 1.07 4.61 1.63
SWING 9.23∗ 2.73 3.18∗ 1.36 4.22∗∗ 0.79 4.04 1.72
TRADEOFF 9.50∗∗ 3.26 3.70∗∗∗ 1.45 4.17∗∗∗ 1.04 3.99 1.77
CONJOINT 8.81 2.43 2.84 1.23 4.68 0.92 4.32 1.69
∗p ≤ 0.05; ∗∗p ≤ 0.01; ∗∗∗p ≤ 0.001
The correlations between the self-reported measures suggest that better cognitive fit of the
recommender system to the experimental task reduced cognitive load: perceived fit to task was
negatively correlated with perceived cognitive load (p = 0.010) and perceived difficulty (p <
0.001) across and within treatments. This interpretation is supported by the fact that the time
required by participants for the treatment task was not correlated with perceived cognitive load
(p = 0.294), perceived difficulty (p = 0.120), or perceived fit to task (p = 0.494).
The more accurately the treatments predicted participants’ product rankings, the higher were
participants’ perceived preference insights (p = 0.020). This is interesting, considering that par-
ticipants received no feedback on recommender system accuracy. Providing information about the
available attribute level ranges, as the CONF treatment did, apparently helped consumers obtain
insights into their preferences, and ultimately resulted in a higher recommendation accuracy.13
12Box plots on all scales are presented in the supplementary material. Differences between the treatments in terms
of cognitive load, difficulty, fit to task, and preference insights were tested in linear regressions with robust standard
errors. All scales have been found to be reliable as indicated by Cronbach’s alpha of 0.71 for cognitive load, 0.87 for
difficulty, 0.77 for fit to task and 0.93 for preference insights.
13Recall that the CONF treatment provided the information about attribute relations by means of the configuration
process: once a level of a particular attribute was selected, the system disabled unavailable levels of other attributes.
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6. Discussion
We argue that MAVT-based recommender systems using attribute weighting methods, such as
SWING or conjoint analysis, are not perfectly suited for application in contexts like e-commerce
where decision makers are not willing or able to evaluate hypothetical alternatives and are not
willing or able to spend a lot of time and cognitive effort on the task. In such contexts, attribute
weights estimated with existing MAVT-based methods can be unreliable.
Our aim was to develop a MAVT-based recommender system with an attribute weight mea-
surement method that supports such decision situations. At the core of our method is a configu-
ration process in which consumers learn about the range of available attribute levels in a natural
manner. Attribute weights are computed based on the behavior of the decision maker during the
configuration process.
Our empirical investigation supports our reasoning in a number of ways. First, recommen-
dation accuracy was higher with our proposed approach than with CONJOINT or TRADEOFF,
indicating more reliable attribute weight estimates. SWING provided similar results as our ap-
proach with respect to attribute weights and accuracy. Second, cognitive load and perceived dif-
ficulty were lower than with TRADEOFF or SWING, indicating that attribute-level comparisons
were easier with our proposed approach. The suggestion that this difference may be due to the
more “natural” exploration of the attribute level ranges that are available is supported by the fact
that better fit to task was associated with lower cognitive load. While lower cognitive load does
not necessarily lead to higher decision quality (Hoeﬄer and Ariely, 1999), we may state that in
our case, cognitive load was not correlated to recommendation quality: the configuration-based
system performed as well as SWING but was cognitively less demanding.
From a managerial point of view, our method enables companies who already use a product
configuration system on their websites to obtain better insights into their customers’ preferences
and to use this information for improving market shares and customer segment estimates. Imple-
menting our proposed attribute weight elicitation method is relatively easy and probably would
not require major alterations to configurator interfaces. If only market share estimation were the
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goal, it would not even be necessary to measure reference points14 and fit value functions, which
would make the interaction with the configuration system even simpler.
Our theoretical contribution is threefold: (1) We provide a set of three characteristics that at-
tribute weight elicitation methods should exhibit when used in e-commerce contexts, especially in
MAVT-based recommender systems. (2) We design a method that exhibits all three characteristics
and empirically compare this method to existing methods that do not meet all of these character-
istics. Our empirical evaluation provides evidence that our proposed method and thus the derived
characteristics help to improve MAVT-based recommender systems. (3) We provide a method that
translates consumers’ interactions with a configuration system into attribute weights. This method
relies on both MAVT and findings from research on behavioral decision making.
In summary, our results suggest that measuring consumers’ attribute weights with a configura-
tion process that provides information about the relationships among product attributes in a natural
way seems to fit consumers’ exploratory-evaluative decision context very well, with comparatively
low cognitive load, little required time and high recommendation accuracy.
Clearly, this study has limitations that need to be addressed in future research. First, there
are a number of possible adaptations to our configuration-based approach that may improve its
recommendation accuracy further. We investigated two possible adaptations in a supplementary
online experiment (see supplementary material for details). The first adaptation refers to the ques-
tion whether results can be improved by using a different reference point (Tversky and Kahneman,
1974) for attribute level normalization. In the model presented in this paper (see Equation 5 in
Section 4.1), we assume that decision makers evaluate the attractiveness of attribute levels com-
pared to the best overall level in this attribute. In the supplementary experiment, we tested whether
using the best level available in a specific configuration as a reference point improves accuracy.
Our results show no improvement.
The second adaptation refers to the question whether accuracy can be increased by accounting
for possible anchoring effects (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974) during configuration. Anchoring
reflects decision makers’ “excess reliance on the starting point and insufficient adjustment for sub-
14Existing configurators like Lenovo’s use up to three pre-configured alternatives (for one chosen notebook) that
the customer can use as a reference point in her configuration.
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sequently considered information” (Wansink et al., 1998, p. 72). We defined a sequence weighting
function in order to test whether anchoring occurs, and if so, whether decision makers rely more
heavily on early or late configurations. Our results indicate that for smaller numbers of attribute
levels, the best accuracy was obtained for weighting late configuration steps more heavily than
early steps. For higher numbers of attribute levels, decision makers simultaneously adjusted their
attribute weights and configuration while learning about the availability of different attribute com-
bination, and accuracy could not be improved by weighting the configuration sequence.
Second, our study focused on a product with (at least) ordinally scaled attributes. Since many
decision objects have important properties that are nominally scaled, our proposed configuration-
based method ought to be extended to such cases. This extension might, however, not be trivial
when nominally scaled attributes have many levels.
Third, the results of our experiment indicate that better preference insights might be associated
with higher recommendation accuracy, and that learning about the attribute level ranges between
attributes in a configuration-based setting improves preference insights. Enriching other attribute
weight measurement methods with this information and examining the effects on preference in-
sights and recommendation accuracy thus provides another interesting avenue for future research.
Fourth, we implemented SWING and TRADEOFF as proposed in existing studies. There is,
however, space for improvements of both methods. SWING, for example, starts with an alternative
with the worst levels for all attributes. Since such an alternative is very unlikely to exist, an
improvement might be to start with an alternative with medium levels for all attributes. Lahtinen
and Ha¨ma¨la¨inen (2016) show that TRADEOFF weights (as a variant of an even swaps decision
analysis) might be path dependent and biased. They suggest a procedure to cope with this problem
which provides an interesting extension to improve TRADEOFF performance. However, the effort
associated with this method is comparable to the original TRADEOFF method and it is still based
on hypothetical alternatives, which may make its application in an e-commerce context difficult.
We used I(I − 1)/2 trade-off tasks in order to better able to cope with inconsistent evaluations by
decision makers (Po¨yho¨nen and Ha¨ma¨la¨inen, 2001). The absolute minimum of tasks required to
estimate attribute weights for I attributes is I − 1. Improving TRADEOFF by i) incorporating the
procedure proposed by Lahtinen and Ha¨ma¨la¨inen (2016) and ii) reducing the number of trade-off
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tasks provides an interesting starting point for further research.
Fifth, we designed and tested our proposed attribute weighting method in a specific e-commerce
context. Future research could adapt our method to other application areas in which decision mak-
ers need to explore (partly) unknown attribute level ranges (e.g., insurance selection), one of the
major advantages of our method being its natural presentation of the attribute level ranges.
Finally, the experiment was carried out in a laboratory setting. Although this was necessary
for establishing a sufficient level of control to ensure internal validity, it had the drawback that we
could only observe decision makers’ stated preferences and thus their (purchase) intentions rather
than actual choices. Also, our sample was not drawn to establish representativeness with respect
to any part of the consumer population. In future studies, the external validity of our proposed
method ought to be tested and compared to that of SWING, TRADEOFF, and CONJOINT, for
instance in field experiments.
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